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Introduction

The Peruvian Revolution has altered drastically the place of direct foreign investment in the nation's economic life. The dimensions of this change can be appreciated only if we begin before the beginning, tracing the evolution of policies and attitudes toward foreign investment in the twenty years preceding October 1968, when civilian government came to an end. The paper begins with a summary of that history. Then it describes how the present government has developed its foreign investment policy, first by reviewing the development of general laws and policy statements, then by surveying several case histories of expropriation and contract renegotiation. Next, it draws on further case studies to describe Peru's new approach to doing business with foreigners, and assesses the foreigners' reaction to the new rules of the game. The paper then concludes with a summary of the extent to which foreign investment policy has changed under the Peruvian Revolution, and the directions of further change that seem indicated for the future.

Peru under the Old Rules of the Game

The United States emerged from World War II at the zenith of its power and moral authority. The bastion of democracy, it had saved the world from fascism. The dominant economy in a shattered world economic system, its resources seemed essential to any effort at economic reconstruction and development.

Peru emerged from World War II a weak, underdeveloped economy, and immediately entered a period of divisive political conflict over fundamental issues of economic policy: inflation, deficit spending, exchange controls, and devaluation. Throughout the presidency of Bustamente (1945-1948), the economy remained paralyzed as political strife continued between an intractable APRA and an equally intractable conservative elite.
The issues that divided Peru held enormous significance for United States business interests. Their export operations became increasingly unprofitable as the authorities held grimly to the pegged official exchange rate despite a near doubling of wholesale prices in three years. The traditional elite, deriving much of its economic power from cotton and sugar exporting, also grew increasingly restive under exchange control. Despite intense Aprista opposition, the political and economic pressures for devaluation became irresistible. The first major devaluation came in September 1948, but it could not arrest the process of political deterioration. The following month General Odria launched his successful coup, returning conservative interests to full power and driving APRA underground. When the official rate was abandoned in November 1949, exporters were able to exchange all their foreign exchange earnings at a new floating rate that represented a 141% devaluation.\textsuperscript{1} Controls were dismantled and rates were unified. In a continent that was witnessing ever-increasing state intervention in economic life in country after country, Peru had turned around to begin a march in the other direction that continued for the next 18 years.

Foreign investors could not have been more pleased. For minerals exporters, terms of trade increased from 117 (1945 = 100) in 1948 to 169 in 1949.\textsuperscript{2} Furthermore, the floating rate gave assurance of more rapid adjustment in future periods of domestic inflation or external recession. The new exchange rate system was followed by a new mining code, promulgated in May 1950, that replaced onerous export taxes with the more moderate income tax obligations then required of industrial and commercial firms. This change was further sweetened by a number of special ingredients: exemption from excess profits taxes, exoneration of import duties on mining equipment, provision
of percentage depletion, and guarantees against new taxes for 25 years.\textsuperscript{3} Through these changes the total tax burden of the mining sector declined from 35\% of gross profits in 1943 to about 20\% in the early 1950s.\textsuperscript{4} For U.S. companies, the total decline was greater still, since the switch from export to income taxation permitted taxes paid in Peru to be credited against tax liabilities in the United States.

Besides these features of the Código de Minería, the famous Article 56 provided that, in deposits declared to be of marginal quality, specially low tax rates could be negotiated and would remain in effect until the investor had amortized his original capital outlay.\textsuperscript{5} This clause provided legal basis for the Toquepala contract, signed with the newly created Southern Peru Copper Corporation in 1954, that guaranteed a 30\% tax rate until the investment had "earned net profits (after deduction of depreciation, mine preparation amortization, depletion, and all taxes) sufficient to amortize therewith all capital investment."\textsuperscript{6} This special provision gave virtually no extra margin of benefit, since other U.S. mining firms were paying about 30.6\% at the time.\textsuperscript{7} However, it set the stage for acrimonious controversy twelve years later.

Thus Peru opened its doors wide to foreign investment, and for the first time in decades big investments poured in. Foreign business groups applauded Peru's new direction. "In its mining and oil codes," wrote Fortune, "Peru has viewed the modern wielder of power shovel and drilling rig not as an 'exploiter' but as the fulcrum for economic development. More important, it has maintained a scrupulous respect for private property and for the principle of free markets and convertibility."\textsuperscript{8} The country's leading conservative proudly stated: "Peru has come to be looked upon as one of the most attractive countries for foreign investment in Latin America."\textsuperscript{9}
The triumph of conservative economic policy was not brought about without controversy. Before Odria's coup, the political battle centering in the Congress found reflection in all parts of Peruvian intellectual life. After the coup the voice of APRA was silenced and public discussion became distorted by the threat of censorship, but sufficient freedom remained to permit a raging debate on Odria's exchange rate policy between Lima's leading newspapers, **El Comercio** and **La Prensa**.

The curious feature is that so bruising a fight could have ignored foreign interests so completely. Critics of the new system tore into **La Prensa** and the export interests it represented as if such interests were exclusively Peruvian. 10 The deposed President Bustamente, sitting down in exile to write a defense of his administration, produced a political testament that never once mentioned foreign companies. 11 The major changes in mining legislation passed nearly unnoticed and totally uncriticized. 12 With the United States standing at its zenith, only **termacefalos** would think of attacking North American investments in postwar Peru.

So remarkable a situation was destined to unravel with the passage of time. APRA, permitted to reemerge in 1956, soon began a steady drumbeat of criticism against the mining agreements signed during Odria's dictatorship. "The sell-out of our natural resources during the eight years under the regime of official terror," wrote an Aprista columnist in 1958, "has no precedent in the history of our republic." 13 The tempo picked up after 1959, when a sharp increase in gasoline prices rekindled old animosities toward the International Petroleum Company. Then in 1963 Fernando Belaunde captured the presidency and brought to power a new social group: middle-class, technocratic, and to a degree infused with Social Christian thought. 14 This new generation made Belaunde's
government more nationalistic than any of its predecessors. Yet despite occasional statements of impatience over economic relations with the United States and despite somewhat greater severity of terms for foreign investors in petroleum and mining, Peru's favorable view of foreign investment remained unaltered.

This favorable view is revealed by the absence of a general policy toward foreign investment. No policy existed because no problem was perceived. Thus when Belaunde's economic strategy spoke of developing "la industria nacional," this term merely referred to industry located physically within Peru, without reference to nationality of ownership. In a similar vein, Belaunde captured the rising nationalist sentiment of the time in the title of his political testament: La conquista del Peru por los peruanos. Despite the title, however, the book had nothing to do with throwing out the foreigners; rather its concern lay in an engineering conquest of terrain, in mountains and jungle. Belaunde's generation viewed development entirely as an engineering and technocratic problem.

The investment climate thus remained generally warm and sunny, but storm clouds began gathering over petroleum fields and copper mines. The case of IPC is so well known and so peculiar that it will not be discussed in this paper. Mining, however, cannot be set aside so quickly through claims of special distinctiveness. The changing treatment extended to the mining industry holds more general significance for what it says about changing attitudes toward foreign investment in general.

The first moves concerned tax rates. In 1950 mining companies had been required to pay the full industrial profits tax, but they were unaffected by the rate increase of 1958 that raised the top bracket from 20% to 35%. When Belaunde raised the top bracket for mining companies to 30% in February 1964
and then to 35% in November of the same year, the companies protested that such increases violated the guarantee against new taxes contained in the Código de Minería. The government's reply held that the new laws lay fully with the code, since they were not new taxes but rather new rates on old taxes. Indeed, the government was quite correct, such was the terminological looseness with which the Código de Minería had been drafted. The foreign companies grumbled, but they could do nothing as the total tax bite on profits rose from about 30% to 48.65%.18

With this change the Toquepala contract, guaranteeing a tax rate frozen at 30%, took on an entirely new significance. By the mid-1960s, the war in Vietnam had driven copper prices sky high, and the owners of the "marginal" mine were making money hand over fist. Peru awaited the moment when Southern Peru would recover its capital, for the government's share of profits could then jump by 18.65 percentage points. One can therefore imagine the consternation of those Peruvians who first looked into the fine print of the Toquepala contract to discover that the 30% rate remained in force until net profits, net of taxes, depreciation and depletion, had accumulated to equal the original investment.

Very quickly, Southern Peru found itself under attack from several directions. In 1965 the Director of Tax Collections (Superintendente de Contribuciones) ruled that Southern Peru had already recovered its capital and would thenceforth be liable to the normal tax rate. This declaration, apparently based on a definition of capital recuperation that blithely ignored the fine print of the contract, found only faint support within the government itself. Southern Peru appealed to the courts, but violated Peruvian law by failing to pay up pending the judicial decision. The government permitted this illegality and thereby outraged vocal sectors of Peruvian opinion. The finance minister even attempted to quash the Superintendente's initiative.19
Also in 1965, the Congress formed a special commission to investigate the Toquepala contract. Its labors covered two years, and its articulate, detailed final report excoriated the Código de Minería, the contract, and the company itself. 20

As Congressional hearings and fiscal quarrels dragged on through months and years, various critics, led particularly by the newsweekly Oiga, widened the attack to every aspect of the government's copper policy. Criticism on other issues accumulated rapidly: underpricing of exports, manipulation of account books, falsification of metallic content, particularly of gold and silver traces, unreasonably low tax rates. 21 Again and again, critics hammered home the message that the assertion of Peruvian sovereignty required much tougher bargains to be driven with the foreign miners. Characterizing Toquepala as "a fabulously rich mine," (una mina requisima) Oiga brushed aside any fears that foreign investors would be scared away from Peru's mineral wealth:

"Throughout the world there exist capital funds interested in investing in copper mines. If the present holders of concessions decide that our conditions are not suitable, we can anticipate, with absolute certainty, that other investment sources from other countries will come forward." 22/

As we shall see below, later events have not substantiated this view, such has been the international investment community's skittishness about risk taking in a revolutionary setting. Nevertheless, my own preliminary estimates suggest that Toquepala had indeed become "una mina requisima," and that foreign investors generally secured very healthy profit rates in Peru under the Ancien Régime. These estimates, which will be discussed in a separate paper, show that Toquepala earned an after-tax return of about 19% for Southern Peru, while Marcona earned about 28% on its iron ore venture. The corresponding figures for U.S. manufacturing investment in Peru stands at about 16-17%. While these profit estimates are not nearly as high as the figures used by some
critics, they indicate that Peru had indeed become an attractive country for foreign investors. The aspirations articulated by conservatives in the 1950s had come true, even at the same time that the critics of the 1960s were starting to make Peru look less attractive. Reflecting the alarm of U.S. investors witness to the attacks on Southern Peru and other companies, the U.S. Embassy's survey of the situation spoke of "political ideologies in Peru (that) counterbalance somewhat the benefits offered by the geological and mineralogical situation."\(^23\)

The Toquepala question remained unresolved until Finance Minister Ulloa reached a new agreement with the company as part of his emergency fiscal measures in mid-1968. That agreement required Southern Peru to give up its favored treatment and pay normal tax rates retroactively, but only from the beginning of 1968.\(^24\) While it perhaps represented a reasonable compromise between the maintenance of legal fine points and acquiescence to absurd contract provisions inherited from the past, three years of acrimonious debate could not be so quickly washed away. The special disadvantages of direct foreign investment remained more obvious than ever before to important sectors of public opinion. The fundamentally favorable view of the Belaunde government toward foreign investment had not been altered, but this perhaps merely indicated the continuing failure of that government to recognize the power and importance of changing attitudes. The storm clouds were gathering over the Palacio de Gobierno as well.

The Peruvian Revolution and the New Rules of the Game

From the moment that the Armed Forces took power in October 1968 and declared Peru to be entered into a revolutionary process, official pronouncements on questions of economic development changed significantly in both language and substance. In part, this change merely reflected regional intellectual
currents, as Latin America moved (leftwards) from cepalismo to dependencia. But the change in Peru was particularly abrupt and drastic. Here one beheld a government whose access to power had been triggered by the historic abuses of a foreign company and whose first year of rule was marked by intense diplomatic and economic pressures exerted by the United States. It is hardly surprising that the Peruvian leadership was quick to incorporate concepts such as external dependence and imperialism into its official diagnoses of the Peruvian development problem. Thus in the words of President Velasco:

"The structural root of the great problems that beset Peruvian society ... arise in final analysis from its double, interrelated condition of being a society that is underdeveloped and subject to imperialist domination .... For this reason it is not possible to resolve any of our major problems without confronting the crucial questions of dependence and underdevelopment."

Clearly the development problem was no longer considered essentially technocratic.

Throughout Latin America, the U.S.-based multinational corporation has commonly been marked as the principal mechanism for the exercise of imperialism and the perpetuation of dependence. In the Peruvian case, this link to foreign direct investment remained conspicuously absent in revolutionary ideology, except in the case of the International Petroleum Company. Time and again, however, Velasco and others emphasized that the IPC affair was an exception and, "... for that reason, a case which has no relation to the policy followed by the Revolutionary Government with other foreign companies that exploit the country's natural resources and whose legitimately acquired rights are respected and will always be guaranteed."26

The analytical link between foreign investment and imperialism was avoided by the Peruvian government because it decided not to throw the foreigners out. Rather, it has chosen to tame the multinational beast, to make it work better for national interests. This approach, being more
Pragmatic than ideologically elemental, has given foreign investment policy low ranking among the points rattled off in any capsule summary of the Revolution's accomplishments.  

The pragmatic approach to foreign investment emerged in President Velasco's first Independence Day Speech of July 1969. The old way of doing business was rejected, since: "Private investment, even if it creates points of economic modernization, serves under present conditions as a mechanism for removing wealth from Latin American countries." But Velasco immediately went on to state flatly: "Latin American development requires foreign capital." Clearly the foreign investment game needed new rules.

When Velasco next returned to the subject of foreign investment in a public speech, in April 1970, he began by arguing that Peru indeed held the power to write new rules and obtain better bargains:

"We are not a weak group of nations at the mercy of foreign capital. They need our raw materials and our markets. And if we need capital goods and advanced technology, the evident bilaterality of these needs must lead to new arrangements that protect the present and future interests of Latin America." This stated, Velasco proceeded to outline the two main rules of the new game. First, natural resources and basic industries would be reserved for state enterprise. Second, in other non-basic sectors, foreign investment would be channeled through joint ventures or through private companies, subject to a fixed period of reversion to the State once the total investment and an acceptable return have been covered by profits. With these words Peru adopted the fade-out joint venture as its principal new instrument of tightened control over foreign investment. This new so-called Velasco Doctrine, emphasizing bargaining and joint ventures, carried a message vaguely familiar to anyone whose memory stretched back forty years to similar proposals put forward by such dissimilar advocates as Haya de la Torre and Victor Andrés Belaunde. The difference lay in the fact
in 1970, for the first time, the government was prepared to do something about it.

When implementing legislation followed a few months later, it went well beyond new rules for foreigners and encompassed the total restructuring of industrial enterprise. The major provisions of the Ley General de Industrias affected all private enterprise, both national and foreign. Only a few firms would be affected by the reservation of basic sectors to state enterprise. But every firm was shaken to its roots by the prospect of compulsory profit sharing that would lead to eventual joint ownership and joint decision-making with the firm's workers. While the law contained special provisions for reducing foreign ownership in any firm to minority participation, this involved little extra burden in a situation where all firms were required to surrender 50% of equity to the workers. The only difference, which could be a very important difference, concerned the period required for divestment. For national enterprises following the dictates of the Ley de Industrias, the time required for raising worker participation to 50% depended on the firm's profit rate and reinvestment policy. The special provisions for foreign firms could result in a more rapid divestment for foreigners. Provision for such an eventuality was established in the Reglamento of the Ley de Industrias, but the actual pace divestment was left open for subsequent negotiation.

The Ley de Industrias avoided all but the most basic outlines of a foreign investment policy because such a policy had first to be developed within the Andean Group. Decision 24, when it emerged from the Andean bargaining table in late 1970, contained many of the controls and restrictions implicit in the idea of tougher bargaining but missing in previous Peruvian legislation. Thenceforth, it stated, foreign investors would be subject to regulations regarding permission to invest, terms of
overseas borrowing and access to local credit. Contracts for licensing patents or trademarks, or for obtaining technical assistance, would be subject to review. Annual profit repatriation would be limited to 14% of invested capital. The most publicized feature of Decision 24, however, lay in its endorsement of the Velasco Doctrine; it required forced divestment to a minority position, under an explicit deadline of 15 years. However, last-minute compromise between Peru and Colombia partially dissipated the impact of this provision by exempting already-established foreign firms that did not intend to take advantage of trade liberalization under the Andean Common Market.

In subsequent legislation of early 1972, the Peruvian government reasserted its application of forced divestment to all foreign manufacturing firms, not just those exporting to other parts of the Andean Group, but the time period remained open to case-by-case bargaining.

The new rules of the game, thus set up in general form, called for a massive bureaucratic effort to fill in the details. Each control provision implied a new agency of control, a new series of procedures, and a new area of administrative jurisprudence. Once these details are established, the new system will be normalized.

This has not happened. The government, preoccupied throughout 1972 and 1973 with more immediate problems in the functioning of industrial communities and the industrial programming negotiations of the Andean Group, has left many of the most important details hanging unresolved. While little progress has been made in the refinement of general rules, however, new developments in foreign investment policy have taken place on two other fronts. The first concerns expropriation and reorganization as the government has dealt with foreign companies in basic sectors earmarked for transfer to
state control. The second concerns negotiations with particular foreign investments required to achieve governmental targets for industrial and export development.

**Expropriation and Reorganization in Basic Sectors -- Some Case Studies**

For some foreign investors, the process of clearing private companies from the basic sectors meant expropriation with highly satisfactory settlements regarding compensation. Consider two cases from telecommunications and banking.

In the early years of the Belaunde administration, the Compañía Peruana de Teléfonos, an affiliate of ITT, provided Lima with terrible telephone service. It did so because its regulating agency, the Junta Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, refused rate increases. Finding itself locked in to such low return on past investment, the company refused to expand that investment despite the acute need for expansion of facilities.\(^{38}\) On the other hand, the Junta felt a rate increase to be inappropriate reward for such quality of service. This impasse was finally broken in 1967 by an agreement that called for the company to double the number of telephone lines within three years, in return for which rate increases would be granted sufficient to earn a 12% return. Both parties carried out their sides of the bargain. The company's expansion program improved service dramatically; the government authorized rate increases even at moments of political difficulty.\(^{39}\)

This new harmonious relationship notwithstanding, in October 1969 the revolutionary government suddenly announced the expropriation of ITT's 69% share in the telephone company. Final agreement was reached quickly, and called for ITT to receive $14.8 million for shares that had been carried on the books at a value of $18.5 million. Four million dollars would be paid
in dollars, the rest in soles or value in kind. With these local accounts, ITT agreed to build and operate a major new hotel, valued at $12 million, and a telephone equipment factory that would be 40% government-owned. In addition, Bell Telephone of Belgium, an ITT subsidiary, would receive various contracts for telephone lines and equipment supply. 40

ITT emerged quite satisfied from negotiations that had set total compensation at 80% of book value. While this result could have been lamented as a 20% loss, one must remember that the values were based largely on equipment purchases made from other subsidiaries of the same corporation, and thus could have been challenged and even rejected by government negotiators suspicious of inflated asset prices. The incentive for such inflation was clear, since the higher the value, the greater the allowable profit under controlled rate-setting. Suspicions notwithstanding, the government accepted all of ITT's equipment valuations. ITT got out of a tight corner with most of its capital not only intact, but also invested in more promising sectors.

If ITT was content, so was the Peruvian government and Peruvian public opinion. The same cannot be said with respect to the terms upon which Case Manhattan's share of the Banco Continental was bought out. Even before the price was announced, it was evident that the government would treat Chase well. Anticipating the announcement of favorable terms, the Peruvian Times commented on the government's desire to avoid an acrimonious expropriation. "because this could well create an unfavorable reaction in banking circles outside the country, some of which, it appears, were stunned by the sudden way the (Banco) Popular was taken over." 41 But even with this forewarning, the scbcr Peruvian Times gasped at the "sky-high prices" announced the following week: Chase was to get $6.3 million, as compared to the $1.7 million it had invested 6 years earlier. At a moment when the market value
per Banco Continental share stood at 102 soles and the book value at 188, the government had agreed to a share price of 586 soles.

While the *Peruvian Times* was merely incredulous, other reactions in Peru ran from glee to outrage. Among the gleeful were to be found various politicians from the Belaúnde era, happy to grasp an opportunity for embarrassing the government on an issue of *entreguismo*. Among the outraged were the Loyal Left, *Olga* and *Expreso*, who kept asking for more clarification to an event they found difficult to comprehend. The clarifications that were issued consisted largely of accounting exercises that were remarkable for three reasons.\(^{42}\) First, all valuation estimates were based on future profitability; the possibility of a valuation instead based on past investment costs was not even considered. Since the Banco Continental had become a very profitable business, this meant that the government freely conceded Chase's right to capitalize its high profit rate into the expropriation price.

Second, within the possible calculations based on future profitability, the numbers actually chosen were particularly generous; they included an initial profit total taken from a very prosperous year, and a low discount rate on future profits which undoubtedly lay below Chase's opportunity cost of capital. Third, the detailed calculations underlying the valuation estimates can only be described as travesties of proper accounting practice. Crucial numbers were plucked from thin air; valuations based on past cost and future profitability were added together.

In fact, the price was not arrived at by such tenuous calculations, which rather represented ex post rationalizations. The price had been set by Chase Manhattan. In the economical words of *Caretas*, "Chase decided to sell dear."\(^{43}\) Chase having named its price, take it or leave it, the Peruvian government took it and spent the following two months explaining itself.
Public critics remained dissatisfied, while within the government even President Velasco felt obliged to express his unhappiness with preferred explanations. In the end, however, the government stuck to the announced terms. It emerged from the experience with revolutionary credentials somewhat tarnished, but with the consolation that in the future Peru would have a friend at Chase Manhattan.

While ITT and Chase Manhattan emerged unscathed from the expropriation process, other companies fared much less well. At this other extreme, consider the cases of two companies driven to the wall, a railroad and a refinery.

In the 1960s, major railway systems remained in private hands in only three countries of the world: United States, Canada, and Peru, where the Peruvian Corporation, that ancient artifact of the British bondholders, continued operating the engineering marvels built a century ago by Henry Meiggs. As in so many countries, however, railways in Peru were a sick industry, in need of substantial infusions of capital for new equipment if trucking competition was to be fought off and economic survival assured. In 1962 the Peruvian Corporation obtained a loan of $19.5 million from the World Bank and Export-Import Bank, the Peruvian government serving as guarantor, in order to rejuvenate itself through the introduction of diesel engines and other new equipment. The effort failed. In 1967 the Corporation defaulted on these loans, which were assumed by the government's Banco Industrial. Acting as an unpaid creditor, the government took over administration of the Corporation in 1971 and in 1972 auctioned off and bought the assets for $21 million.

The passing brought little mourning, but some recrimination. The president of the Corporation charged that bankruptcy had been forced upon
the railroad by the government's refusal to permit required rate increases. The Peruvian Times commentary suggested the same thing, while at the same time pointing out that road competition for Cerro de Pasco mineral output always represented a competitive threat that effectively controlled railroad rates. Government officials went even further, charging that road competition had obliged the Corporation to set rates lower than those permitted by government regulation. The controversy carried over to auction price as well. A government-approved valuation of 1971 set the Corporation's assets at $62 million, but at the moment of auction in 1972 a new valuation of $31 million was produced. Since auction rules stipulated that the price paid had to be at least two-thirds of the valuation, the final price therefore came to $21 million. As chance would have it, this turned out to be just enough to cover outstanding indebtedness to the World Bank, Export-Import Bank, and workers' compensation fund.

It appears that saving the Peruvian Corporation would have required vigorous government support, involving not only rate increases but also some control over trucking competition, perhaps in the name of avoiding wear and tear on the Central Highway. This the government had been unwilling to do under both Belaunde and the Armed Forces. Perhaps the Corporation would have been permitted to reorganize under a continuing civilian government. As it turned out, the military government took over with a surgical incisiveness. No complaints were raised about excessive payments to corporation shareholders, because the corporation shareholders didn't get anything.

Refinería Conchán Chevron S.A. was set up in the early 1960s as a joint venture between Standard Oil of California and Prado interests. Warmly welcomed to Peru as a means of giving competition to IPC in the domestic market, the company was exempted from payment of turnover taxes under special provisions of the Ley de Promoción Industrial, declared by the government of
President Prado. The exemptions were later challenged by government
tax authorities, and litigation begun under the Belaunde administration came
to an end in May 1972 with a disallowal of the exemption and a claim of back
taxes amounting to 86 million soles ($2 million).\(^47\)

In the meantime, things had not gone well for Conchán. Standard
of California found itself saddled with a wholly owned subsidiary, since its
Peruvian partners never put up their capital subscription; moreover, they
were saddled with a chronic loser, thanks to the severity of gasoline price
controls in recent years. Payment of the back taxes would have obliged
Standard of California to put more money into an operation that had no
future. This they refused politely to do, so in June 1972 the company
was intervened by the government, and, the following March, put up for
auction. Only one bidder appeared, Petroperu, which offered an amount
exactly equal to the amount of unpaid taxes.\(^48\)

Throughout the whole procedure, the government scrupulously avoided
any charges of corruption or bad faith on the company's part. Thus no
tax penalties were claimed. However, neither was the government prepared to
consider a negotiated settlement, letting the company off the hook for having
perhaps made an honest mistake. Nor did it show particular generosity
regarding the sale price. The official valuation, which exactly equalled
the amount of back taxes, represented only a third of the company's own
valuation.\(^49\) Quite evidently, the government really didn't want Conchán
around any more. Under new legislation, Petroperu is granted a monopoly of
petroleum refining in Peru, so Conchán's very presence was an anachronism.
Furthermore, any enterprise associated with Prado interests had to be viewed
with a certain distaste.

From the extremes of expropriation experience, we next turn to
a case of reorganization in that most reorganized of all industries, automobiles.
In recent decades the conventional wisdom of economic development has made industrialization synonymous with economic progress. At the same time, particular industries have acquired fame as the key elements of industrial progress. The steel industry held this distinction for several decades until the close of the 1950s, when the mantle was transferred, first by Khrushchev to petrochemicals and then by Servan-Schreiber to computers. For Latin America in the 1960s, this distinctive role was surely assigned to the automotive industry.

Like so many of its neighbors, Peru pushed ahead rapidly and decisively in the early 1960s to create its own automobile industry. Within the general provisions of the Ley de Promoción Industrial, a decree of late 1963 announced a number of special tax incentives for automobile assembly. The decree held the line on the already high tariff rates for imported assembled vehicles, and provided special exonerations on the importation of unassembled CKD kits. The kits were relieved of all specific tariffs, and sustained only an ad valorem charge of between 10 and 15%. In addition, companies were exempted from the 5% turnover tax on sales between manufacturer and dealer, as well as certain additional charges, provided that only 10% of the car's value consisted of Peruvian parts. The government announced that it was prepared to sign five-year contracts on these terms, at the end of which period it would expect the local content share to have reached 30%.

The terms proved attractive enough to automobile assemblers. The first contract was signed with General Motors only three months after the decree, and by April 1964 two contracts had been signed and nine other
applications received from various automobile and truck producers.\textsuperscript{52} This is hardly surprising: the rate of effective protection being offered the assembly industry amounted to something around 200%.\textsuperscript{53} The figures in Table 1 give an indication both of the industry's growth and of its financial condition. Value added is obtained by subtracting the value of inputs from the gross value of production. It is, in turn, divisible into wages and salaries and profits gross of taxes and depreciation. Gross profit therefore came to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Profit (S/. million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total investment in the early years of the automobile industry has been estimated at approximately 675 million soles.\textsuperscript{54} Therefore, gross profits during 1966-68, the first full years of operation, averaged about 36%, i.e., the gross payback period was 2-1/2 – 3 years. Assuming a length of life for assembly plants as short as 10 years, this implies a net return on investment, after taxes and depreciation, of about 16%. Since total profitability is given by this 16% figure plus those profits generated elsewhere in the multinational system from sales of parts and kits, it becomes clear that the automotive stampede into Peru was the economically rational thing to do.\textsuperscript{55}
Table 1
Automobile Industry
(Units and millions of soles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Units Produced</th>
<th>Cross Value of Production</th>
<th>Imported Inputs</th>
<th>National Inputs</th>
<th>Wages and Salaries</th>
<th>Value Added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>13,170</td>
<td>1,437</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>17,414</td>
<td>1,936</td>
<td>1,330</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>10,119</td>
<td>1,513</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>16,869</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>14,456</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>16,639</td>
<td>2,616</td>
<td>1,360</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>23,796</td>
<td>3,899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This congenial arrangement was interrupted after only a few years, when in 1967 the Belaunde government attempted to change the rules of the game. By a series of decrees, it shut major foreign firms out of local borrowing opportunities, raised the ad valorem duty on CKD kits from 12% to between 20 and 44% depending on the kit's c.i.f. value, and redefined CKD kits more stringently, charging that "some assemblers have done little more than loosen the bolts and pass the vehicles off as CKD's." Moreover, the tariff increases were declared to be retroactive and thus imposed essentially as fines amounting to as much as $706,000 in the case of General Motors. The automobile companies responded by refusing to pay retroactive tariffs and threatening to sue the government for breach of contract. They refused to claim CKD kits on the docks and started cutting production. The Belaunde government backed down and reached a compromise under which CKD tariffs would rise to 20% without retroactive provisions.

Curiously enough, Peru passed through this 1967 controversy without anyone, government or otherwise, suggesting that the companies were making too much money under the terms of the original contracts. The stated reason for the government's move was the fiscal crisis. The only expression of dissatisfaction with previous contractual arrangements was technical -- the failure of some companies to do enough assembling -- rather than financial. To be sure, Carlos Malpica blasted the automobile companies for excess profits, but Malpica's work did not command respect in the days of Belaunde as it would later under the Revolutionary Government of the Armed Forces. Furthermore, nobody stumbled onto the opportunities for additional profit-taking through pricing of CKD kits.
Two years later, in the last days of 1969, the military government unleashed the first policy thunderbolt to fall on the automotive sector. It called for new concession bids under drastically changed conditions:

1. Local content requirements were escalated dramatically. From 15-20% in early 1970, they were to be raised by steps to 70% by February 1, 1973. Choice of composition for local content was also to be restricted. Any Peruvian automotive parts certified by the government as equivalent to international standards of price and quality had to be used. Importation of motors was to be prohibited after January 1974.

2. Foreign companies were given just one year for fading into minority ownership.

3. CKD tariff rates were shifted to a scale, depending on engine size, ranging from 5% to 85%.

4. The number of models produced was strictly limited.

5. Importation of assembled cars was prohibited. Prices of assembled cars were to be set annually by the Ministry of Industries.

Ten producers hurriedly assembled formal proposals by the March deadline, and then waited. In August, the government announced the winning bidders. Four automotive producers remained and five were shut down. One truck producer remained and three were shut down.

The survivors of this shake-out found themselves in a new environment of tightened control and heightened uncertainty. The controls reduced price-cost margins (dealer markups included) from about 45% in Belaunde's time to about 20%. The return on investment did not increase so drastically,
however, because each remaining company increased production volume.

Two-shift operations, formerly unheard-of, became the industry norm, and in some cases profit rates even increased. The uncertainty of the new environment derived from the widespread realization that the new rules of 1970 were not the last changes that would be visited upon the industry. Some of the subsequent changes, however, involved easing the severity of the new rules. For example, the local content targets announced in 1970 were lowered or postponed time and again. Similarly, CKD tariffs were lowered in 1972, and 1974 dawned with the fade-out rules on foreign ownership yet to be implemented.

But while pragmatic accommodation thus set to rights some of the disarray created by old thunderbolts, new storm clouds appeared. Only one month after the August 1970 announcement of who would stay and who would leave, new bids were called, this time for monopoly rights to produce gasoline engines and power trains. This tender produced great confusion, since it failed to allow sufficient engine variety to accommodate the eight automobile models authorized the month before. The government dropped the tender, apparently for lack of takers. The line of industrial expansion that it had begun could be continued only after further contraction in the number of companies and models.

By early 1972, the government appeared to have surrendered completely on the local content issue, having lowered the end-of-year goal from 70% to 35%. Yet in fact it had not surrendered its vision of an integrated automotive industry. Quietly casting about for new ways in which to reorganize the industry, in mid-year the government approached General Motors and one or two other companies regarding the possibility of a monopoly concession -- cars, trucks, engines, everything to be handled by one producer.
When nothing came of this approach, it returned to an earlier formula—new bids from the remaining producers. In January 1973, for the fourth time in the 10-year history of the industry, new terms of operation were announced. The most important rules of this new game were the following:

1) The number of automobile producers would be reduced from four to one or perhaps two.

2) The producer(s) would build an engine and transmission plant, and also contribute capital to a forge and foundry for casting basic automotive parts.

3) The producer(s) would export automotive parts equal in value to the kits imported. This so-called intercambio compensado provision was offered as a more flexible substitute for local content regulations. 60

Once again, proposals were hurriedly prepared and submitted, this time by the end of May 1973, and then the companies waited. In December 1973 the government delivered what may be the last thunderbolt in the revolutionary reorganization of the automotive industry: Toyota was named the chosen company. If a second company is needed, Volkswagen was second. Chrysler, the only one of America's Big Three to survive the first shake-out, finished dead last. 61

Automotive reorganization has been characterized by frenetic competition, as each company attempted to salvage what it could of past investments and future market potential. While loss of a bid with consequent expulsion from the local market, has come as a crushing blow to local executives, their companies can view the loss of the Peruvian market as a matter of limited importance. By contrast, the major mining companies cannot afford
to treat Peru with such detachment. The stakes are far bigger, as are the risks. As a final case for examination, we return to the storm clouds that have hovered around the Southern Peru Copper Corporation.

More than with any other single project, Peru's economic and political prospects in the first years of the Revolution have turned on Cuajone, a mammoth open pit copper deposit recently estimated to require $550 million for full development. Cuajone has formed the key element in plans for an expanding mining sector, the sector that gives firmest prospects for future growth in export earnings.

Before its demise in October 1968, the Belaunde government had begun negotiations over Cuajone with the same New York-based Southern Peru Copper Corporation that had provoked such nationalistic resentment over the Tocoquemal contract. Once the dust had settled from the IPC expropriation and the Hickenlooper menace, the military government returned to the issue of Cuajone and found itself confronted with a delicate choice between political solidarity and economic necessity. Clearly the ideal solution lay in awarding the Cuajone concession to a European or Japanese group. Yet despite a certain amount of brave talk about others who might come forward, in fact the world-wide supply of potential investors was highly limited. 62 Few companies possess familiarity with the technology of open pit copper mining. Fewer still have access to the enormous amounts of capital required. Moreover, the potential difficulties of sharing transport, refinery, and export facilities with Southern Peru in its adjacent Toquepala deposit essentially ruled out the entry of a new company. The choice available became clear: It was Southern Peru or nothing.
Matters came to a head in late 1969, at a time of great uncertainty about Peru's economic prospects. The foreign debt needed refinancing and the domestic economy needed more spending to pull it out of recession. Neither foreign creditors nor domestic investors were prepared to commit funds without a solid indication that Peru intended to maintain regular business connections with the centers of world capitalism. The indication that they wanted was the Cuajone contract.

Politically, it was no easy matter for the government to sign, the In the weeks following/first announcement that the contract was nearly ready, the Peruvian Left mounted an all-out campaign of opposition. The terms hardly mattered; any contract would bind Peru more closely into the capitalist orbit. In the words of one critic: "Any foreign investment whatsoever is enslaving. The task of the Revolution must be to enable Peru to exploit its own resources."63

Journalistic opposition from outside reflected the far more important opposition that lay within the government. The Cabinet met in crisis sessions, and the government's position changed somewhat to accommodate the inner stresses. The signing was postponed, slightly tougher terms were demanded of Southern, and a new Mining Law was promised. The government denied all the time that it felt any pressure connecting Cuajone to the refinancing of Peru's foreign debt, yet President Velasco's perhaps unguarded response to a reporter's question tells a different story:

"The government doesn't have any money. When we assumed power we found a disastrous situation. Huge debts, both external and internal. The Peruvian economy is in large part paralyzed. Lines of credit are closed. The country needs capital for its development."64/

Two weeks after these un-revolutionary remarks, the government signed on the dotted line. Perhaps never before or since has the meaning of external dependence seemed clearer in the context of the Peruvian revolution. 65/
Southern Peru Copper Corporation began the new decade with a contract, but without the required investment funds. No longer could it step up to the window at the Export-Import Bank as it had done before for Toquepala. That particular funding source had been shut down as part of the U.S. financial boycott against Peru, a boycott imposed in retaliation for the expropriation of IPC. As for private lenders, they viewed Peru somewhat more favorably after signing the Cuajone contract, but no surge of funds into Peruvian mining materialized. After all, expropriation was in the air in Latin America, in Chile, in Bolivia, even in Venezuela, and the Peruvian revolution's ultimate political direction seemed to change with every month. Lenders persisted in waiting a bit longer before committing funds to Peruvian mining, and so months dragged into years as Southern Peru doggedly kept up its search for finance.

That search had received an early setback with the Mining Law of April 1970, which converted the minerals exporting business into a government monopoly and reserved all future metal refining for state enterprise. These moves appeared to break all possibility of guaranteeing copper deliveries to favored buyers in exchange for finance from those buyers. The government came forward with sufficient assurances to allay those fears, only to create new fears later in the year through regulations that threatened loss of mine concessions if companies failed to develop them rapidly. Financing negotiations with a consortium of Japanese smelters were well under way at the time, and optimistic announcements in November suggested that the deal was nearly settled. In fact, the final settlement never came. A sharp decline in world copper prices apparently turned Japanese investors away from Cuajone, but only because higher prices were required to make the political risk worth running. In the words of Metals Week,
"with the new left wing military government in power, financing is understandably a very tricky proposition." 70

Through most of 1971 and 1972, Cuajone financing remained at a standstill. Southern Peru continued to invest depletion allowances and net profits from Toquepala into Cuajone, thereby maintaining the investment schedule called for in the contract. In the meantime, Peru's credit-worthiness in the eyes of the world's major lenders slowly but steadily improved. The government consistently demonstrated its intention of honoring debts to foreign lenders, no matter how embittered the fights with certain foreign companies. Moreover, fairly tight fiscal and monetary policies produced that aura of fiscal responsibility so cherished by potential lenders. The premium over London interbank rate required of Peru diminished steadily.

By late 1972 the price of copper was high again. Peru was a better credit risk. The Eurodollar market was loaded with funds looking for projects. These factors encouraged formation of a consortium that arranged a $200 million loan to Southern Peru for Cuajone. The consortium was organized and led by the Chase Manhattan Bank of New York.

Yet even with this major breakthrough, Southern Peru was not entirely out of the woods. Nearly a year was to elapse between acceptance of the Chase consortium proposal by Southern in December 1972, and actual signing in late November 1973. Furthermore, an additional $200 million was still required to complete the financing package. While announcement of the Chase consortium loan included a confident prediction that the remainder would be collected without difficulty from suppliers' credits and long-term sales contracts, in fact a fundamental obstacle remained. 71

Both members of the Chase group and other potential lenders still required further guarantees. It was all very well that Peru's credit-worthiness had improved, but the loan for Cuajone were being made not to the Peruvian
government but to a U.S. company. Thus the lenders' perception of default risk by the company was inevitably influenced by Peru's treatment of expropriated companies. The risk surely appeared real and non-negligible. To the early casualties of IPC and the Grace properties expropriated by the Agrarian Reform had been added not only Conchan but also all the U.S. fishmeal companies plus a couple of road construction firms. Then during 1973, negotiations for the purchase of Cerro de Pasco became increasingly tense, threatening a new diplomatic crisis of IPC magnitude. In this environment the potential lenders insisted on the additional protection of U.S. government participation in the financing package. Some loans, however small, had to be obtained from the Export-Import Bank. The U.S. government would not permit such a loan, however, without a general settlement of outstanding expropriation issues. The Cuajone project remained stuck on dead center.

Although prospects for such a settlement appeared more remote than ever in mid-1973, in fact it suddenly materialized in the first days of 1974, capping many months of quiet diplomacy undertaken by James Greene, a New York banker designated as special emissary of the U.S. government. The terms illustrate neatly the potential of imaginative diplomacy in finding compromise between apparently irreconcilable opposing positions.

Faced with positions which, on the one hand, demanded some compensation for IPC and, on the other hand, insisted that IPC was absolutely non-negotiable, the settlement formula called for a lump sum payment to the U.S. government, with subsequent distribution to the various companies undertaken by the U.S. government in accordance with U.S. law. In an appendix to the agreement, the Peruvian government listed companies whose claims it considered included within the agreement. The IPC was, of course, not included in the Peruvian list. However, the appendix was also stated to be a unilateral declaration by the Peruvian government that did not modify the provisions of the basic
agreement. Thus the Peruvian government declared itself to be no party to any arrangement involving compensation to IPC. Nevertheless, IPC will undoubtedly claim compensation under U.S. law and get it.

As compensation agreements go, this one is not particularly generous to expropriated companies. The funds available for distribution amount to $76 million, as compared to the companies' claims in the order of $250 million. Peru's bargaining stance over previous years had been sufficiently tough to convince the companies that their alternative to half a loaf was none. Therefore they settled, and the U.S. government agreed to the following article in the final text:

"The Government of the United States declares that the payment of the sum referred to in Article II cancels any liability or obligation of the Government of Peru to United States nationals, their subsidiaries, branches and affiliates."75/

The financial war was ended. The U.S. companies had been swept out of the basic sectors to Peru's satisfaction.

As for Cuajone, within a matter of weeks the Export-Import Bank announced a $55 million loan for equipment purchases, and a few days later the President of American Smelting and Refining Company, which owns majority interest in Southern Peru, was able to announce that the financing package was at last complete.76 At the same time, however, he also announced further difficulty with the Peruvian government over the guarantee of copper deliveries to certain participants in the financing package. Although the difficulty will most likely be settled expeditiously, it serves to remind foreign investors that in the newly normalized investment climate of revolutionary Peru, risk is reduced, but not to zero.

These various cases show that as state enterprises have taken over in the basic sectors, foreign investors have been bought out or swept aside in arrangements ranging from sky-high prices to confiscatory expropriation.
Despite this range of results, the outcomes are by no means random. In large part they have depended upon the particular bargaining strength of each foreign company, where this strength has derived from the company's capacity to provide financial or technical services needed by Peru. Chase Manhattan was able to offer technical assistance and access to the New York financial market. It was well paid. The Peruvian Corporation had nothing to offer. It was driven to the wall. Other cases are intermediate to these extremes, but they all illustrate the remarkable pragmatism of Peru's approach to foreign investors, a pragmatism advocated by President Velasco and evidently adhered to by negotiators.

These considerations seem not to apply in the case of IPC itself, since Peru has undoubtedly lost far more in blocked loans and withdrawn aid than would have been involved in a moderate plan for compensation. The political capital accumulated by the IPC expropriation, however, must not be forgotten; after all, it provided political sanction for the Armed Forces to take power in the first place.

In addition to this basic element of pragmatic assessment of benefits, the popularity cycle described by Vernon and others undoubtedly has played some role. By this view, a foreign firm is greeted most warmly on arrival, but as years stretch into decades the welcome wears thin and the host country becomes increasingly aware of the negative factors that derive from the company's presence.

This argument suggests that the big old-time companies would be first to get the axe. In the case of Peru, four companies fall into this category -- Cerro de Pasco, the Peruvian Corporation, IPC, and Grace -- and sure enough, all four are gone. It is not obvious, however, that they left specifically because of resentments that had built up over the decades. Cerro asked to be bought out, and the final price seems likely to make Cerro content. The Peruvian Corporation was a basket case. IPC was a special case, so everyone says, although it does fit Vernon's view exactly. As for Grace, most of its operations were either in agriculture or in basic industrial sectors. Other holdings have been sold off as part of a long-standing company objective to get out of South America.
The Shape of the Future, in Mining, Petroleum, and Industry

While old foreign investments were being reorganized in some sectors and expropriated in others, elsewhere in the economy the government pushed ahead with plans for industrial and export development that included foreign participation under new terms. We must examine a few more case studies concerning these terms in order to gain a better sense of the role being reserved for foreign investors in a reorganized Peruvian economy.

In early 1972, the Peruvian Times forecast the future of Peruvian mining with these words: "The chief entrepreneur in the search for mining capital is clearly Mineroperu: The development of the Cuajone deposit by Southern Peru Copper Corporation is the last big new mine that will be financed solely by private enterprise." Mineroperu, the new state mining company, holds rights to innumerable promising ore bodies that reverted to the state when private companies were slow to develop them. It has chosen to cut its teeth as a big-time mining enterprise by developing an open pit copper mine at Cerro Verde. This seemed an appropriate choice, since Cerro Verde's proximity to Arequipa reduced greatly the need for infrastructural investment, thus cutting down on both capital costs and planning problems.

The organizational changes at Cerro Verde mark stages in the entrepreneurial development of Mineroperu. First plans called for a joint venture with Anaconda, which had been holding on to the Cerro Verde concession for 50 years. In late 1970, however, negotiations collapsed with Mineroperu's insistence on majority ownership. Stating that required loans could not be raised in world markets on such a basis, Anaconda dropped
the concession, wrote off $4.3 million of development expenditures, and left Peru.³⁰

Only two months after Anaconda's announcement, a Belgian delegation was in Lima offering a financing and technical assistance package. Similar offers soon came from a British-Canadian consortium, and the following October Mineroperu signed a memorandum of agreement with the British and Canadians. The agreement called for a turn-key job. British Smelter Constructions, Ltd., was charged with all aspects of opening the mine—finance, equipment purchase, construction. Engineering design work was to be subcontracted to Wright Engineers of Vancouver. Once put on stream, BSCL would stay on for an additional year and then hand the key over to Mineroperu.³¹

More tough bargaining was to follow this preliminary agreement, and when the final contract emerged nine months later, the terms had changed significantly. Now Mineroperu was to run the project instead of British Smelters, although BSCL still held responsibility for the three principal functions of finance, purchasing, and construction. Having passed through the stages of silent partner and turn-key recipient in Cerro Verde negotiations, Mineroperu as manager forms the shape of the future in Peruvian mining.

Yet that future is not yet assured. Mineroperu's plans for future mine development require enormous sums of foreign capital which will probably become available only if it's managerial record is a successful one. In Mineroperu's only venture thus far, finance has proven to be no problem. Most funds for Cerro Verde came from export credits of the British and Canadian governments. The remainder came from the first loan Peru ever floated on the Eurodollar market.³² However, Cerro Verde
has been delayed by technical problems that are not yet resolved.

The difficulty arose with the decision to begin operations on a veneer of oxide deposits, using a refining process that has several unique and untried features. 83 Despite the best efforts of the Canadian consulting firm, the process has not been made to work on Cerro Verde ores. While the experiments continue, the development schedule has been set back. In the words of one authority on Peruvian mining:

"What most mining people in Peru and New York are now saying is that Minero Peru made its first big mistake in even attempting to process the oxide ores—that it should have stripped the oxide zone away as overburden ... and gone straight to work on the lower levels. Its second mistake, they continue, is in not realizing it made the first mistake, and just abandoning the oxide-electrowinning process now." 84

Financing sources in the U.S. and Europe read this experience as evidence of MineroPeru's inexperience. The shape of the future in Peruvian mining depends greatly on successfully overcoming that inexperience during the next few years.

Where MineroPeru had to start from scratch, Petroperu sprang full-grown from the ashes of IPC. Petroperu inherited a production and distribution system and also an efficient administrative organization. All it lacked was capital for exploration. Whereas MineroPeru chose to bypass foreign mining companies and obtain finance through suppliers' credits, Petroperu could not do this. The risks are such that suppliers could not consider similar terms for petroleum explorations. Yet the old-time concession contracts appeared particularly unappetizing in the petroleum sector. Accordingly Petroperu hit on the idea of a service contract that shared output instead of profits, an approach that had been tried previously only in Indonesia, and in somewhat different form.
Petroperu sought out Occidental Petroleum, a company widely reputed to be venturesome, and signed them to the first service contract in June 1971.

Perhaps the two outstanding features of the Occidental contract are its emphasis on assertion of sovereignty and its simplicity. In the words of General Fernandez Baca, "The contract naturally puts special emphasis in affirming, at every instance, the sovereignty of the Peruvian nation. Experience has taught us much in this respect." Thus the contract emphasizes that the concession is held by Petroperu and that the petroleum flowing from the wellhead belongs to Petroperu, which then pays half of it to Occidental as a service fee. In the calculation of tax liability, however, Occidental receives a tax credit for the 50% petroleum share kept by Petroperu. This more than covers tax liabilities and renders the tax calculation an exercise having only arcane legal significance. Its economic insignificance furnishes the basis for the contract's simplicity: Systems of tax audit control become unnecessary. Everything reduces to the 50/50 split at the wellhead.

The contract held two other features important to Peru. First, it pushed Occidental to rapid development of the assigned area. Geophysical exploration had to begin within 6 months, drilling within 30 months, 3 wells drilled within 4 years, and 10 within seven years. Petroperu had no difficulty with Occidental on these points. Within 26 months of signing, Occidental had drilled five wildcats and hit oil on every one. These combined with three successful Petroperu wildcats to set off a stampede for Petroperu service contracts. By late 1973, when the government called a halt to new contracts, 18 had been signed with various companies, all similar in terms to Occidental's except that the output division was 45/55,
in favor of Petroperu. 87

The contract's second important feature lies in the absence of a capital commitment from Petroperu. All the risk is shifted to the foreign companies. This is of course an advantage, particularly if no petroleum is found, but it also means that the profits tax implicit in output sharing will be lower either if truly spectacular discoveries are made, or if ordinary discoveries are made at a time of spectacular increases in world petroleum prices. In no case could the implicit profits tax fall below 50%, which is a respectable tax bite in most industries. 88

But petroleum exporting countries are accustomed to tax rates in the order of 75% these days. The recent dramatic escalation of world petroleum prices, an event very hard to have foreseen in 1971, may make the 50/50 output division too generous a contract, thus generating a political head of steam that will force renegotiation of the percentage division at the wellhead.

Petroleum service contracts became a political volcano in Argentina in the early 1960s. Careful management and attention to issues of sovereignty by Petroperu has thus far averted a similar development in Peru, even as the country passes through a nationalistic revolution. Output sharing contracts probably obtain foreign capital and technology in as antiseptic a manner as possible. Their only danger is that they shift the risk all too well.

The shape of things to come in industry is perhaps best judged not by the new terms offered the automobile industry, but by the course of negotiations with companies lacking pre-existing investments in Peru. Only by examining such cases can we say something about Peru's prospects for driving automotive-type bargains without first having lured the
foreigner into the country on substantially easier terms.

Other sections of Peru's motor vehicle industry provide instructive examples. In April and May 1971, six months after the first shake-out of the automobile producers, the government called for bids on the production of tractors and diesel engines. The terms offered were similar in the two tenders. The foreign company would be minority partner in a joint venture with Induperu, the government's industrial development corporation. The number of models to be produced would be carefully stipulated, local content requirements would be high, around 75-80% within five years, the plants would be located in Trujillo and would have prospect of near-monopoly positions in the Andean Common Market. A capital contribution to the forge and foundry would be required, by direct subscription from the diesel company, from reinvested profits in the case of the tractor company.

Local content regulations would be less onerous for tractors, since locally produced diesel engines would count, but in addition the tractor tender included *intercambio compensado* provision, i.e. that exports equal imports, two years before this feature cropped up in automobile negotiations.89

Both tenders received strong responses. Seven companies bid for the tractor contract--three from England, two from Italy, and one each from Rumania and the Soviet Union. The closest thing to an American bidder was Ford of England. Apparently the major U.S. tractor producers weren't interested.

The same was not true in the diesel bidding, where three of the seven bidders were American--Cummins, Caterpillar, and Continental Motors, engine maker for Checker cabs. Continental made the most spectacular proposal of all, offering a production volume seven times what the government had asked for, the bulk to be directed to export markets outside the
the Andean Group.

Eighteen months later, the tractor contract was awarded to Massey-Ferguson, an English-Canadian company, and the diesel contract jointly to Vovio of Sweden and Perkins of the U.K., the latter a Massey-Ferguson subsidiary. Contracts were not actually signed until July and September of 1973. This extraordinary delay is testament to the complexity of the contracts, and to the difficult trade-offs that confronted the government. The fundamental trade-off lay between efficiency and backward linkages. Despite the apparent usual fixation with local content, government negotiators were in fact preoccupied with what they themselves referred to as the "inefficiency cost" of local supply."90 Partly to avoid that cost, the tractor contract called for at least one third of local content to be produced by the company itself, where presumably the inefficiency cost would be lower.

Another important trade-off lay between cost and bargaining position within the Andean Group. The final choice on the tractor contract lay between Massey-Ferguson and the Rumanians, who offered a lower cost financing package. The government, however, feared that a Rumanian tractor contract would carry little weight in future Andean negotiations. And if Peru fails to get a tractor assignment in those negotiations, neither Rumanian nor any other tractor producers would have much future in Peru.

Peru's position in the crucial Andean negotiations is therefore strengthened by having a contract with a name brand. It may also be strengthened by the compensatory export provision, which serves as a partial guarantee that the quality of the Peruvian product will not be allowed to slip below Massey-Ferguson's worldwide standard. In addition to improving
Peru's bargaining position, this provision can encourage the technology flow that Peru wants from foreign investors.

In tractors, in diesels, and in every new major industrial enterprise, the technology possessed only by foreign companies is indispensable. Peru wants that technology and is prepared to offer in return protection from competition, a minority share of the equity, and a constrained form of managerial control. This represents an uncertain bargain, since countless details will surely remain to be worked out long after investment is begun. Also, government policy makers are still feeling their way, and may well change the terms in the future. Nevertheless, the lesson of the tractor and diesel tenders is that many foreign companies are prepared to accept these terms and take their chances in joint ventures with Peruvian state enterprises.

The Response of the Foreigners

"It's been some years since I lived in Peru, but I visited there recently, and was really impressed. You hear all this pessimism about business in Peru these days, but I think it's exaggerated. From what I saw, I think you can really do business, and make money. But I wouldn't want to invest there."

This comment by an American businessman neatly captures the prevailing outlook among the more progressive elements of the foreign business community in Peru today. Most feel in some sense captive, unable to get their money out, obliged to make the best of a situation not of their choosing. In the meantime, they make good profits. But they bring in no more
investment funds.

Even before the beginning of the Peruvian revolution, in the friendly days of Belaunde, one knowledgeable observer described typical business strategy as follows: "Make a minimum investment, plow back profits, borrow locally, and grow to maintain your market share with a minimum commitment." New investment funds were brought in so sparingly because of fears of devaluation, exchange control, and political instability. Today, this same observer characterized business strategy as more concerned with quick payoffs rather than growth and reinvestment. Defensive investment has given way to Take the Money and Run.

Foreign businessmen see risk of expropriation and loss of managerial control as the major deterrents to investment. The expropriation risk arises partly because the government has not yet established definitively which sectors are to be reserved for state enterprise, as the fishmeal expropriations demonstrate. It also comes from a lingering concern that the revolution may well shift dramatically to the left, perhaps socializing all industry. Without any shift in the revolution's direction, foreign businessmen find themselves staring straight at the specter of lost management control. The government views the Comunidad Industrial, through which 50% of the firm's equity will ultimately pass to the workers, as a means for bringing harmony of interests between management and labor. Most foreign businessmen view it as an invitation to chaos. To put off the day of reckoning when the workers' share rises to 50%, businesses have strong incentive to reinvest and expand, thus increasing their own share. Thus firms already in the country do invest, but the incentive that moves them contains rather more
of the stick than the carrot.

While risk of expropriation and loss of control constitute the major drawbacks to further investment, the drain on management time under the new rules of the game is often mentioned as an important secondary factor. One manager commented, "All our department heads are in the Ministry three or four days every week." The extra effort derives partly from the complexity of labor relations in the era of the Comunidad Industrial, partly from proliferating regulatory mechanisms, particularly those concerning profit repatriation. Some foreign subsidiaries have repatriated profits without difficulty but have hit snags on royalty payments to the parent corporation. Other companies have had repatriation requests delayed from one to three years.91 The apparent arbitrariness of treatment increases risk for all foreign investors.

Profits available for repatriation are substantial. A profit squeeze is not often mentioned as an important deterrent to foreign investors in Peru today.

For these various reasons, nearly all new investors coming into the country do so through special contracts, as in the cases of petroleum, tractors and diesels. Being partly owned by the government, and judged important in government development plans, such firms can be more confident of entering a facilitating environment. The government wants them to succeed.

As we have seen in some of the case studies, not all foreign companies look with favor even on the opportunities of special contracts. Company reaction often depends on the idiosyncratic response of individual managers, but in general American companies seem particularly
skeptical about investment prospects in Peru. The reasons advanced for this are many. The Europeans and Japanese are said to have greater experience in joint ventures with governments. It is also suggested that big American firms, already well established in the larger markets of Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico, feel that they already have enough investment in Latin America and are therefore less interested in the Andean Group. Then again, the rhetoric of the new nationalism is aimed more directly at Americans, building a stronger sense of rejection on top of what had probably been a stronger ideological antipathy in the first place. Perhaps some such combination is required to produce the viewpoint of one American businessman that "Decision 24 cannot be considered a satisfactory body of legislation. It is entirely negative," or of another who characterized the new rules of the game as built on "a legal structure so precarious that any company putting its faith in it is just putting its head into a trap."

Business decisions that spring from such viewpoints sometimes acquire surprising form. One company, for example, was described as making enormous profits, yet the board of directors of the parent corporation remained persistently unhappy about the situation. Their unhappiness arose not merely from a perception of the proper risk discount to be applied in calculating expected future returns, but also because of an abhorrence of the prospect of being expropriated per se. The board's agitation finally convinced the Latin American manager that he should sell out at a bargain price, but he could find no takers.

The American business community does not speak with a single voice on the proper response to Peru's new rules. The opinions just
described are likely to be challenged increasingly in board rooms across the United States.\textsuperscript{93} Out of such challenges, American corporations will no doubt make their grudging accommodations with the new way of doing things in Peru. The accommodation will be easier to make if the rules are loosened, as has been predicted recently.\textsuperscript{94}

The New Foreign Investment Game — How Different Is It?

Looking over the Peruvian economic landscape in the first days of 1974, one sees dramatic changes in the foreigner's role compared to what it had been five years earlier at the end of Belaunde's administration. In that Peru of the ancien regime, the largest and most visible firms in nearly every sector had been foreign. Almost without exception, Peruvian firms were small-scale operations. Peruvian state enterprise consisted of little more than a moribund steel company, a modest shipping line, a shipyard, a few fertilizer plants, and some sectoral development banks.

After five years of the Peruvian Revolution, most of those large and visible foreign firms are gone, replaced or absorbed by state enterprises. In transport and communications, Lima's power company, the national telephone system, the railroads, and Peru's international airline have all been transferred to the state. In manufacturing, the cement, chemical, and paper industries were defined by the Ley de Industrias as basic, to be reserved for the state, and have been taken over. The government steel plant has been expanded considerably. Among export sectors, the entire fishmeal industry was nationalized in a stroke; so was the sugar industry, through the 1969 Agrarian Reform law. The petroleum
industry, where it all started, consists of one firm: Petróperu. Only in mining were major foreign firms still to be found. But in mining too the state has become dominant. Cerro de Pasco was expropriated on the first day of 1974, to be recreated as the state-owned Empresa Minera del Centro. Elsewhere, the most promising ore bodies are reserved for Minero-peru, to be developed in coming years along the lines of Cerro Verde.

Outside of commodity-producing sectors, state enterprises have acquired marketing monopolies of all major commodity exports and a major share of domestic food distribution. In finance, most of the insurance industry has been nationalized, along with three of the major commercial banks.

Thus it turns out that state enterprises have become the chosen institution for achieving the objectives of the Velasco Doctrine. Transferring the commanding heights of the economy from foreign to national ownership has not meant a substitution of local capitalists for foreign capitalists. The government has little interest in developing powerful local capitalists, even if it could. A private sector, reformed by its sharing of power through the Comunidad Industrial, is still counted on to play an important role, but only in sectors of secondary importance. These are also the sectors where scale economies are thought to be less important, firms are smaller, and no one firm need grow to politically threatening size.

In this new Peru declared to be "ni capitalista ni comunista," what role remains for direct foreign investment? The question is surely answered by the recent Greene compensation agreement if it had not been answered earlier by the Cuajone contract: The Peruvian revolution has no
intention of severing economic relations with Western capitalism. On the contrary, it desires to normalize and thus strengthen those relations. Normal relations would imply renewed credits from international lending agencies, but Peru is after bigger game than that. Most important of all, Peru needs access to the Export-Import Bank and to New York and European capital markets for the enormous volume of funds required to expand the mining and petroleum sectors.

These relations involve more than finance. Peru also remains in the market for technology, both scientific and organizational, so the government will want to continue dealing with direct investors. The organizational forms will surely vary from one deal to the next -- joint ventures in some cases such as the tractor and diesel contracts, petroleum-type production agreements in others, management contracts in still others that will resemble Cerro Verde.

The government's plans for industrial investment concentrate on massive projects in a few basic sectors -- the automotive complex, petrochemicals, paper. Peru is forging ahead quickly in these sectors, partly to improve its bargaining position in Andean Group negotiations, partly to fulfill the government's vision of the most promising path to development. Along this path foreign participation will be required at every step of the way, in order to obtain and incorporate foreign technology. While the government will always prefer a joint venture or co-production agreement, it is not inconceivable that an occasional wholly-owned foreign subsidiary will be let in, if the foreigners bargain from great strength (as IBM is able to do) and are able to extract such a price. In every case, the foreign firm will justify its presence to the government by forming a key link in
the government's own chain of industrial projects.

Outside these major project areas, foreign investment is technically welcome under the conditions stated in the Ley General de Industrias and Decision 24 of the Andean Group. As mentioned above, however, these conditions are bureaucratically complicated, with many procedures and policies not yet fully worked out. Companies are liable to find themselves caught in a variety of possible crunches, on issues such as price policy, profits repatriation, royalty payments, import permits, and permission to expand through reinvestment of profits. In most cases, these issues are processed smoothly by the bureaucracy. But when obstacles arise they cannot be gotten around by the smooth accommodations generally available under earlier governments. And they arise often enough to lend substance to the impression that Peru's general welcome to foreign investors is highly qualified.

From what nations are foreign investors sought? From all nations, even the United States. Peru has deliberately diversified its economic and diplomatic relations, and has given special effort to expanding trade with new markets in China, Cuba, Eastern Europe, and other parts of the Third World. This diversification extends to foreign investment as well. New investment proposals have been welcomed not only from Japan and Western Europe, but also from such unexpected sources as Rumania, Bulgaria and Albania. Yet at the same time, the government does not want to lose contact with American industry. It was a source of disappointment to many officials that all the automotive contracts wound up without a single American entrant. Some were angered at what they saw as an American corporate boycott of their industrialization plans. On the other side,
some Americans have seen discrimination in the quick dismissal of the Continental diesel proposal and the fourth place finish of Chrysler in the final automotive crunch. Ministry officials explain both these results in technological terms. The automobile contract, which involved a small vehicle, saw Chrysler pitting its Hillman against Toyota and Volkswagen. It was not to be.

These continued associations with multinational corporations and major banking houses have caused some critics to conclude that Peru's new rules of the game involve cosmetic change without altering the fundamental realities of imperialist penetration and economic dependence. The conclusion depends very much on one's definition of imperialism and dependence. One could, for example, see the essence of dependence in the formation of consumer preferences through the communications media of Western capitalism. Once the media have done their work, the public craves and the government must deliver the trappings of Western, middle class existence. By this view the Peruvian revolution is no revolution at all.

Another view of dependence is more concerned with lack of bargaining strength and vulnerability to manipulation by imperialist pressure. By these criteria the present military government differs substantially from its civilian predecessors. Foreign businessmen and diplomats view it as sometimes unreasonable and sometimes erratic, but always a formidable adversary over the bargaining table. It is a government highly impervious to political penetration by outsiders, whether they be foreigners or Peruvian civilians. Furthermore, it is likely to remain that way, as the growth of large state enterprises in basic sectors limits the concentration of independent economic power.
It might be argued that multinational corporations and major foreign banks acting in unison could exert overwhelming power against so small a country as Peru. In fact this eventuality seems unlikely. Peru has already won a fight against the world's largest corporation. Moreover, while Exxon blustered, and General Motors turned up its nose, Massey-Ferguson made a deal. Peru bargains from strength so long as it can find enough companies like Massey-Ferguson.

One finds greater difficulty in deciding if Peru is really better off as a result of the new rules for foreign investment. I suspect, however, that Peru is indeed better off, for three reasons.

Perhaps the most frequently mentioned reason concerns the gains that closer supervision can provide through enabling a host government to obtain foreign capital and technology at lower cost. Effective supervision would make supernormal monopoly profits less likely, and would make it more difficult to hide any such profits in royalty payments, transfer prices, or other time-honored gimmicks.

Such gains are undoubtedly real, significant, and worth pursuing, yet I suggest that they represent the least important of the three forms of gain that the new rules can provide Peru. This is because the mythology of foreign company profit rates has probably outrun reality by a wide margin. My impression is that foreign companies in Peru have generally earned profits that could be described as healthy but not extravagant. The few cases verging on the extravagant have generally involved old mining and petroleum concessions. Virtually everywhere in the Third World, concessions as they were written 20 years ago were giveaways. In most countries the terms have been tightened greatly in recent years, however,
without recourse to revolution. 98

The second source of gain lies in the general satisfaction a society obtains by doing things for itself. Economists have incorporated this idea into their frameworks by considering nationalism as a collective consumption good. 99 While this may seem a rather artificial construct, the phenomenon is real and important. The accomplishments of a nation reflect on every citizen of that nation. A nation obliged to employ foreign companies to accomplish its significant tasks of production can feel little pride in itself. Inevitably, its citizens will sense that the nation's lack of economic accomplishment reflects poorly upon them.

The creation of Peruvian enterprises and Peruvian leadership within the national economy undoubtedly provides satisfaction. It also provides the most severe challenge that Peru has faced in this century. Having constructed a network of state enterprises destined to control the commanding heights of the economy, Peruvians will become obliged to manage, to administer, and to perform entrepreneurial functions as never before. The benefits to be obtained from successfully meeting this challenge are the greatest of all. It involves nothing less than changing a nation's character in a way that can bring development out of underdevelopment. I have suggested elsewhere that the greatest obstacle to economic progress in Peru's history lies in the fact that the traditional elite consisted of rent collectors rather than entrepreneurs. 100 The social cost of this economic fact is incalculable. The opportunity of escaping from that sorry heritage is the greatest potential benefit that can come from the present government's decision to assume a managerial role in its dealings with foreign enterprises.
To speak of this opportunity is also to speak of the danger that confronts Peru along the course it has chosen. In the next decade, the Peruvian economy will prosper or atrophy according to the effectiveness with which the new public enterprises are managed. This concern has already been emphasized above, particularly with respect to mining development at Cerro Verde, but the challenge lies in every sector with every state enterprise.

The new rules of the game present a challenge for the regular bureaucracy as much as for the state enterprises. The new rules are complex and involve all the various dimensions of control mentioned above as part of Decision 24. The bureaucratic challenge lies in achieving this control without inadvertently driving potential investors away from Peru. The danger of the system lies particularly in its bringing discouragement to small investors, both foreign and domestic, who lack special influence and who might never be rescued from bureaucratic snags through special intervention.

The investment plans of larger, more visible, more influential firms are not freed of similar problems. A review of the tractor and diesel contracts, for example, creates fears that from their very complexity industrial progress could founder in an ocean of red tape. The principal guarantee of this not happening lies in the importance the government attaches to the development of these enterprises. Such contracts may therefore be workable only in key industries that hold the government's continuing attention.

At the moment, these are the industries that Peru wants out of Andean bargaining. The haste to get started and thus improve negotiating
position tends to sweep all cost considerations aside. Unfortunately, a country can’t develop efficiently according to an evolving comparative advantage if next century’s industrial structure is to be decided tomorrow. One can only hope that the efficiency loss will not be too great the day after tomorrow. Many foreign companies hold this same sense of urgency. They aren’t sure where the Andean Group is going, but they would rather not be left behind. Having lost the tractor contract in Peru, for example, Fiat secured a contract in Bolivia and has sought other footholds in Colombia.

In the next few years, therefore, the flow of new investment and new technology must be left to the Fiats and Massey-Fergusons of world capitalism, companies whose world-wide strategies call for aggressive expansion in new markets like the Andean Group. Such companies will probably be able to provide Peru with its basic technological needs in coming years. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that in moving to a new set of rules for direct foreign investment, Peru has inevitably traded quantity for quality. The quantity is reduced not because the terms available in a transformed Peru are undesirable terms, but rather because of risk. The future is still murky and uncertainty confronts the investor on all sides. The loss of some foreign investment is a price that must be paid for the rapid institutional change of the Peruvian Revolution.

To sum up, then, the benefits to Peru lie in the impetus to development of the nation’s human resources, national pride of accomplishment, and lower payments to required foreign factors of production. The costs lie in the efficiency losses caused by reliance on inexperienced public enterprises, complicated bureaucratic control procedures, hasty commitment
to massive projects in the scramble for Andean Group bargaining positions, and loss of some foreign investors unwilling to incur risks in Peru's changing political environment. The present Peruvian government has developed these new rules confident that the benefits outweigh the costs. I believe that most foreign observers, perhaps after a moment's hesitation, would agree.
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